
Article of the Week

Parenting today isn't what it used to be. Parents used to be concerned about their child  being bullied 

 on the playground, now the bully follows you home. It seems as if there is no break and there is  

no way out.  Here are some talking points to use with your children.
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Benjamin's Time Spent Gaming This Week
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Benjamin's Most Played Games this Week
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Kidas Threat Legend

 Immediate Action  
Needed Action Needed Worth Noting Nothing Concerning

Threats Detected

Flaming

Another gamer directed insulting comments toward your child. 
Here are some recommendations on how to have conversations about  
this with your child.

Sexual Content

Another gamer expressed sexually inappropriate comments toward your 
 child. Please make sure that the game is appropriate for your child's age. 
Here are some recommendations on how to speak to your child about 
these comments

Hate Speech

Another gamer expressed hate speech towards your child. We encourage 
 you to speak to your child about it. Let them know that they can report the 
 player as hate speech is not tolerated in video games.  
These recommendations are available to help in the conversation with  
your child.

Gaming Time Monitored by ProtectMe this week

11h 28min

Action needed!

Benjamin's Weekly ProtectMe Report
Dec 26- Jan 1

Sexual content

Privacy violation

Hate speech

Threatening

Personal information being shared or requested  
such as an address, name of a school or login details. 

Abusive language based on prejudice such as 
hateful comments about someoneʼs religion. 

Offensive language or trash talk. This includes  
excessive age inappropriate swearing. 

Expressing physical violence towards other 
and self such as comments about suicide. 

Obscenity, content with sexual undertones  
such as sending a nude photo.

Flaming

Examples of threats 
that ProtectMe’s 
24/7 scanning detects


